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A sinking cruise ship, a salvaged portion of an experimental time machine resting in a life raft,
and a lightning strike during a violent thunderstorm. That’s all it takes to tear Jamaal from
2021His mother used to pay him an allowance to study his Bible and during those studies, he
never dreamt the day would come when he'd wish to have a physical copy of that book again.
Because one day, Jamaal finds himself permanently trapped sometime, somewhere in the
distant past. He’s taken in by a community, educated, and put to work while growing to love his
new family. There’s just one problem… he learns that he is in the distant past and that his loved
ones are Canaanites living on the wrong side of the Jordan river. While he doesn’t have access
to his Bible anymore, he recalls that he’s been living in a land “flowing with milk and honey”
which God promised to the Israelites. They’re coming for his people and he already knows who
wins all the upcoming battles.Brought to you by the international bestselling author of other time
travel novels like The Mystic Saga, Saving Brooksie, Wildwood Shadows, Dominion, Erinyes,
and Manifesto. Over 300,000 of his books have been downloaded worldwide.

Book DescriptionThis volume argues for the relevance of Confucian policies and institutions for
the contemporary world. --This text refers to the hardcover edition.Review"Confucian core
values humanity, sympathy, reciprocity, civility, responsibility, public-spiritedness, and
communality provide the inspiration for this rich, subtle and thoughtful intellectual joint venture to
offer a persuasive alternative to Western modernism. As a powerful critique of the Enlightenment
mentality defined in terms of aggressive anthropocentrism, instrumental rationality and
possessive individualism, this cutting-edge scholarly exploration of Confucian practical and
institutional resources for democracy is an original and significant contribution to contemporary
reflection on the human condition." Tu Weiming, Harvard University"Confucianism has been
declared dead and resurrected repeatedly--but rarely with sufficient attention to its concrete
relevance for modern life. Here finally is a volume, written by the finest minds in the field,
exploring the implications of Confucian 'affective communities' for modern politics (democracy),
economics (capitalism), and the rue of law. The book will be warmly welcomed both by friends of
Asian culture and by modern democrats seeking to find remedies for the ills of egocentrism and
political and economic exploitation." Fred Dallmayr, University of Notre Dame"The Confucian
Analects instruct us that a teacher is one who can 'warm up the old so as to understand the
new.' As interpreted by the contributors to Confucianism for the Modern World, this dictum does
not mean to simply re-heat old platitudes, but to look with fresh eyes on the past and on the
present, finding there inspiration for Confucian-style institutions and values that can contribute to
a better future, both in East Asia and beyond. Ranging from democracy and education to social
welfare and family law, the collection's scope, combined with the uniformly high quality of its



challenging contents, mark Confucianism for the Modern World as an important milestone in
world conversations about culture and institutions for the twenty-first century." Stephen Angle,
Wesleyan University"This is a fascinating set of essays for anyone interested in modern East
Asian society."John Berthrong, The Journal for Asian Studies --This text refers to the
printed_access_code edition.Book DescriptionWhile Confucian ideals continue to inspire
thinkers and political actors, discussions of concrete Confucian practices and institutions
appropriate for the modern era have been conspicuously absent from the literature thus far. This
volume represents the most cutting edge effort to spell out in meticulous detail the relevance of
Confucianism for the contemporary world. The contributors to this book--internationally
renowned philosophers, lawyers, historians, and social scientists--argue for feasible and
desirable Confucian policies and institutions as they attempt to draw out the political, economic,
and legal implications of Confucianism for the modern world. --This text refers to the
printed_access_code edition.Read more
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Michelle Manning, “A very good book!. I was unsure about reading a book like this when I bought
it but it turned out to be an awesome read. It kept me interested from start to finish. I just want to
remind you that this book is part history and part fiction. It is very entertaining. I was well
pleased. I hope that more Christian authors write in this genre as time travel is one of my
favorites.”

Kim S., “A page turner. This book was great! I couldn't put it down! I would of loved to travel back
into biblical times to see the future and this book did just that!”

JoLynn Oten, “Fiction that enhances a Bible story. I usually avoid books and movies about Bible
stories. I am bothered by the inaccuracies. I gave this book a chance, and liked it. It's fiction, set
in a Biblical time period, so a lot of it is made up. But the Bible story itself is portrayed well. The
fiction adds enrichment to the original story.”

The book by Scott McElhaney has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 8 people have provided feedback.
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